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Laboratory Goal

⚫ To utilize high gamma brainwaves in 
order to improve upon current brain-
computer interfaces (BCI's)

⚫ Electroencephalography (EEG)

⚫ Investigating mirror motor neuron response to hand movements 
vs. tree movements

⚫ High gamma may be accurately task-specific; beta wave 
suppression

⚫ Electrocorticography (ECoG) 

⚫ Investigating multimodal BCI control

⚫ Comparing BCI and motor movement learning curves



Measuring the Brain

⚫ EEG

⚫ Passive vs. active

⚫ 10'20

⚫ 24-channels

⚫ Measures EPSP's of pyramidal cells

⚫ ECoG

⚫ 8x8 Adtech arrays

⚫ 2.3mm electrode, 1cm spacing

⚫ Primarily over motor cortex

⚫ Also measures EPSP's pyramidal cells



Problem

⚫ EEG readings are obscured

⚫ An electrode on the scalp obtains signals from roughly 6 square 
cm, and these are obscured by CSF, the skull and skin. 
Necessary brain mapping onto a model may be extremely 
inaccurate.

⚫ ECoG electrode acts as capacitor

⚫ When a metal electrode is placed in water that contains ions, and 
a voltage applied, ions in the water move to counter the electric 
field. The result is a “double layer” between the metal electrode 
with one sign of charge on it and the layer of counter ions a short 
distance away from it. Charge layers (or plates) separated by a 
distance act like a capacitor. Since C=1/d, and d is small, this 
capacitance is large.



Questions

⚫ "What do ECoG electrodes do?" 

⚫ "What voltage do they measure?" 

⚫ "How does the voltage they measure 
compare with the cortex voltages without 
electrodes?" 

⚫ "How do they change the current flow?"



Cortex Circuit 
Simulation

⚫ Analog computer

⚫ 4x32x32, 1000ohm resistors

⚫ Simulates 3cm of cortex, 
pyramidal neuron action, and 
a electrode [array]

⚫ Voltage in: 1volt (for 
convenience), AC current

⚫ Use 3x3 wired alligator clips 
for electrodes

⚫ Lock-in amplifier (little 
interference)



Other methods

• Electrode arrays 
on salty jello 
model cortex 
and CSF

• Electrode arrays 
in electrolytic 
tank

• Pre-written 
computer 
software



Data



Data



Data Analysis



Conclusions

⚫ From the data collected:

⚫ We have determined how an electrode placed on the surface of 
the cortex changes the distribution of voltages on the surface and 
how the voltage measured using the electrode is related to the 
voltages that would be present without the electrode present.

⚫ Accurate brain signal mapping is necessary for function 
localization, and will become more necessary for a realistic BCI



Future questions

⚫ Effects of long-term electrodes?

⚫ Changes in brain function?

⚫ Electrode stimulation?

⚫ Effects of long-term BCI use?
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